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History of the structure of the office  

 

 In the result of the decision of German authorities, most of the territories that used to 

belong to the Republic of Poland before WW II, made a separate administrative entity - General 

Government (Generalgouvernement für die besetzten polnischen Gebiete). Remaining territories 

were incorporated to Third Reich and defined as the incorporated East Lands. The office of  

General Governer in the General Government (GG) was assumed by Hans Frank during the 

entire period of the war. Alongside, the central authorities included: the deputy General 

Governor, the Chief Officer of the General Governor’s Office and the senior chief officer of SS 

and police. Josef Bühler was appointed a Chief Officer of the General Governer’s Office, who, 

since 1940 had also assumed the position of the chief officer of the Government (Leiter der 

Regierung des Generalgouvernements). The GG consisted of such departments as: home affairs, 

finances, economy, justice, propaganda, science and education, labor, health care, alimentation, 

forestry and agriculture, construction, railroads and mail. The next administrative level belonged 

to the district chief officers who had borne name of governors since half 1940. There used to be 

four districts within GG:  Krakow, Lublin, Radom and Warsaw. Since1941, the fifth dictrict had 

been added – the Galicia. The districts were divided into counties, so the next hierarchic stage 

was a Kreishauptmann. The police in GG used to be administered by Befehlshaber, who 

supervised chief officers of commands. The police included Ordnungspolizei-Orpo) and 

Sicherheitspolizei-Sipo and Sicherheitsdienst-S. There used to be Kripo and secret state police 

(Gestapo) within Sipo. Central authorities of Third Reich had a final say as for the range of 

activity and province.  During the next years also the Ministry of Transportation and the Ministry 

of the Reich Mail controlled the Reich's departments of railroads and mail respectively.  

In the course of war, those administrative division transformed, however there are two 

basic new entities that originated in the result of the incorporation to the Third Reich: (Reichsgau 

Wartheland or Warthegau) and the district of Gau Danzig Westpreussen. Other Polish territories 

were incorporated to individual German provinces. Upper Silesia, the western part of the Krakow 

province and Olsa Gebiet (the Cieszyn Silesia). In 1941a change had place and the province was 

divided into the Upper and the Lower Silesia.  On the incorporated territories the post of vice 

regent or super president, who chaired civic administration was introduced and was subordinated 

to the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Gauleiter, who used to be a chief officer of NSDAP. 

There, the posts of starosts and mayors (super mayors) were created. Also the offices and 

institutions, usually based on the SS structures, emerged. Haupttreuhandstelle Ost-HTO, set up 

by Hermann Göring, in September 1939, was one of them. The HTO objective was the 

administration of incorporated territories and management of the population's property. Since 

September 1939, the companies, shops and workshops had been confiscated and liquidated. 

Deportations of Jews and Poles to GG had been pending as well as the transports of forced labor 

up-country. Umwandererzentralstelle became the main institution that was responsible for 

deportations. The territories abandoned by deported Polish natives were taken over by the 

Germans, who had abandoned the territory of East Prussia taken over by Soviets on September 

17, 1939.  
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From the very beginning of the war, the ordinance in the determination of the situation of 

Jews in GG has been given. The possibilities of migration was restricted, the population and its 

property was registered. In 1940, confiscation of Jewish property, mainly supervised by  

Treuhandstelle für das Generalgouvernement in Krakow, started in GG.  Sending Poles and Jews 

to forced labor was executed through Arbeitsamt institutions.  Judenrats (The Councils of Jewish 

Seniors) were created and the Jewish civilians were closed in ghettos. In 1942, during the Wansee 

conference, the representatives of the highest authorities of the Third Reich, edited yhe plan of 

so-called final solution of the Jewish issue. It was SS-Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler, who 

elaborated and gave the order for mass murder of Jews encoded as Aktion Reinhardt. Step by 

step, from the stage of indirect extermination, the Nazi authorities proceeded to the stage of 

Holocaust.   

 

The History of the Collection 

 

 The collection contain original documents excluded as not belonging to any other 

archival collections which are in the JHI Archival holdings, as well as copies of documents held 

in other institutions and organizations. 

 The Collection has been made out in the JHI Archive, contains no protocol of delivery 

and acceptance; there is precise data defining the date and take-over of the materials neither.   

  

Archival features of the collection 

 

Name: German documents 

Chronological boundries: 1939– 1944 (1904 – 1951) 

 

Territorial boundaries: The Third Reich, The General Government 

 

Volume: 154 units – 1.80 running meters 

 

Physical condition of the files in percentage: in remnants or impossible to assess. 

The collection contains single, genuine or copied documents. 

 

Archival structure: 

The condition of the collection does not allow for the reconstruction of its official arrangement.  

 

Technical features: 

The collection consists of loose files and journals. They mainly occur as typescipts and 

manuscripts, rarely as forms of multiplied documents. The entire documentation has been 

collected in bound paper folders.  

 

Content of the collection 

 

 The materials included in the collection, as they survived in remnants, do not reflect the 

activity of the respective offices.   

 The first group consists of documents made out by the central authorities and institutions 

of the Third Reich understood as Reich and the countries occupied by it. They contain general 
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orders or ordinances directed mainly to Jews (units 1 – 21), as well as statistics and reports 

describing the accomplished tasks.   

 The next group consists of the documents that describe the activity of regional 

authorities. There are the files made out by the offices of the next administrational grade, 

including the following territorial range: the Upper and the Lower Silesia (units 26 – 30), the 

General Government (units 31 – 35) and Warthegau (units 36 – 41), as well as the offices of 

authorities and institutions of individual local towns and cities. Most of them are ordinances 

concerning the execution of orders given by superior authorities and the operation 

correspondence. Among Die Deutsche Fluechtlig und Kontrollkomission Brest Litowsk, there are 

genuine applications of Jews, who wanted to get back to the territories of GG, often reinforced by  

the  papers from the previous whereabouts as e.g.: Międzyrzec Poforski (unit 57). In the 

documents from Płocka, of 1939, the original form with the order to take over a Jewish enterprise 

was placed (unit 90), whereas in the documents of Das Finanzamt Tormersdorf from Prędocice - 

the hand-made sketch of the town (unit 91). In the record of land-ownership from Rzeszów (unit 

98), we can find information of the mandatory take-over of Jewish estates and the abstracts of 

death certificates of the Registry of the Jewish Religious Community. The group of Warsaw files 

ends with the units containing the German propaganda materials from the Warsaw Uprising   

(unit 122) and the copies of testimonies of defendants and witnesses in the trials of war criminals 

(units 123 – 125). 

 Original documents can be also found in other archival units, however most of the materials 

are the copies of in-coming files from a/o the GKB Archive in Berlin, the State Archive in 

Warsaw, the Main Commission for Investigation of German Crimes in Poland, the Western 

Institute and the Municipal National Councils, the Office of the chief of counsel for war crimes 

U.S. Army and the Provincial Jewish Historical Commissions. 

 The further group of materials is personal documents in remnants. The documents of 

Jews refer to the settlement of the child care, concerning property and the consistency of 

marriages with the Nuremberg Law (units 130, 133, 138). Among the documents of Germans, 

there are the school certificates, parent-teacher correspondence notebooks (unit140), 

correspondence and certificates issued by the army (unit 136) and drawings sent by children in 

the letters to their fathers (unit 131). 

 The last group of documents in the Collection contains printed propaganda materials as 

well as letters, forms and instructions.  

 

Arrangement of the collection 

 

Initial arrangement works consisting of grouping materials in described files were made 

when the Archive of JHI had been separated. Final works were performed in 2007.  

The materials have been arranged in the subject-chronological order. The first place 

belongs to the materials of the superior entity, the Third Reich. This group contains ordinances, 

instructions, statistics, and correspondence ranging to the entire Germany together with the 

occupied countries.  Group II includes the materials related to Silesia, the General Government 

and Warthegau, then the materials related to individual towns. Archival units relating to the 

documents of the local character are in alphabetical order. In group III there are documents of 

personal character, which do not refer to any town, and they have been arranged in alphabetical 

order as well (as per the surnames). Group IV contains propaganda materials, mostly anti-Jewish. 

The last group V contains prints and blank forms, as the last ones. The units bear mostly the 
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names of the institutions that used to make out the files, in original spelling.  If the author 

remained unknown, the title bears a broader and more general name. Less relevant materials 

made out in the course of activity of the German administration have been excluded from the 

files. While arranging the files, some of the material has been joined, some, like drafts, excluded 

and the metal elements removed. Finally, the materials were put into new files and received new 

call Nos. 

 

Abbreviations 

n.d. no date 

GG General Government 

unit archival unit 

languages: 

French  

Dutch  

German  

Polish 

l.  loose 

a/o. among others  

copied copied typescript 

type typescript 

approx. approximately 

y.  year 

many manuscript 

p/pp page/pages 

b.copy bound copy   

JHI E.Ringelblum Jewish Historical Institute in Warsaw 

 

Content 

 

I. Materials conc. the activity of central authorities and institutions of the Third 

Reich  1 - 25 

 A. General ordinances and orders of German authorities 1 – 21 

 B. Statistics and reports    

  22 – 25 

 

II. Materials conc. the regional authorities  26 - 129  

 A. Upper and Lower Silesia 26 – 30 

  B. General Government 31 – 35 

  C. Warthegau 36 – 41 

  D. Local authorities and institutions 42 – 129 

 

III. Personal matters 130 – 140 

 

IV. Propaganda materials 141 – 143 

 

V. Letters, forms, instruction 144 – 155 
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Inventory 

 

I. Materials activity central authorities and institutions of the Third Reich 

 

A. General ordinances and orders German authorities 

 

1. Führer und Reichskanzler 

  Amendment to the law of the Penal Code of the Third Reich (Reichsstrafesetzbuch) 

  1941, typescript., German, pp 3   

 

2. The Authorities of Third Reich 

 Ordinances of the highest authorities published in the Journal of Laws of the Third 

Reich (Reichsgesetzblatt) 

  1938-1943, typescript., German, pp 84 

 

3. Der Vorsitzender des Ministerrats für die Reichsverteidigung und Beauftragter für den 

Vierjahresplan, der Reicharbeitsminister  

 Letters of Hermann Göring concerning the ordinances of the confiscating raw 

materials and components on the occupied districts of Poland. Ordinances regulating 

employment of Jews. 

  1939 - 1941, typescript., print, German, l., pp 4 

 

4. Der Reichsminister des Innern; der Führer und Reichkanzler 

  Nuremberg Laws and ordinances of the highest authorities of the Third Reich 

concerning their coming into force on the annexed eastern territories. 

  [1935], 1940-1941, typescript., German, l., pp 7  

 

5. Das Reichminister des Innern 

 Ordinances concerning the equipment and devices for the state police as well as 

ordinances included in the Journal of Ordinances of Ministerialblatt des Reichs- und 

Preußischen Ministeriums des Innern 

  1940-1943, print, German, pp 123  

 

6. Der Reichsminister des Innern  

 Recommendations concerning the relations between German officers and laborers and 

the people of the Polish origin 

  1941, typescript, German, l., p 1  

 

7. Der Reichswirtschaftsminister 

 Ordinances conc. precious metals published in Deutschen Reichsanzeiger und 

tkPreußischen Staatsanzeiger 

  1943, typescript, German, l., pp 31    

 

8. The Ministry of Posts and other authorities of the Third Reich 

 Bulletin from September-October 1943, includes publication of Hitler’s condolences 

letter on the occasion of death of the King Boris III of Bulgaria, announcements about 
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Wohnungshilfswerk (housing assistance organization), timeline for September-

October 1943, instructions conc. the operations of mail on the territory of the Third 

Reich, including a map with zip codes of all territories of the Third Reich and a list 

with zip codes of post offices. 

  1943-1944, print, German, l., pp 114 

 

9. Haupttreuhandstelle Ost 

 Ordinances of the highest authorities of the Third Reich published in the Journal of 

Announcements of the "EAST" Main Trust Office  

  1940-1942, typescript, German, l., pp 30 

 

10. Der Reichsführer SS 

 A letter from Heinrich Himmler to all SS chief officers concerning “Jul Leuchter”, the 

German chandelier presented to them. 

  1935, typescript, German, l., pp 2  

 

11. Der Reichsführer SS und der Chef der Deutschen Polizei im Reichministerium des Innern  

 Orders of Heinrich Himmler for SS and the police squads as well as instructions 

concerning the protection of German women employed by SS and police on the 

occupied territories beyond the Third Reich. Ordinances conc. the rehousing of 

Germans from the Polish territories incorporated to the Soviet Union to the Third 

Reich. 

  1939-1942, typescript, print, German, pp 21   

 

12. Der Reichsführer SS als Reichskommissar zu Festigung Deutschen Volkstums 

 Ordinances of  Heinrich Himmler concerning the movement of Jews and Poles from 

the territories incorporated to the Third Reich. The note from the course of the 

conference in Berlin relating to the transfer of Jews and Poles from Warthegau to GG 

and settling the Germans from GG, as well letters of its participants. Testimonies of 

Hans Ehlich in that case during the Nuremberg Tribunal trial. 

  1939-1940, [1947], typescript, German, pp 17  

 

13. Der Reichsführer SS und der Chef der Deutschen Polizei im Reichministerium des Innern  

 Secret letter from SS-Oberführer Wiktor Brack to Heinrich Himmler concerning 

implementation of “final solution”. It is mentioned that for the implementation of the 

final solution 2-3 million out of 10 million of European Jew can be used as a labor and 

it is suggested to use X-ray castration.  

  June, 1942, typescript, German, l, pp 3  

 

14. Der Höhere SS- und Polizeiführer in der Operationszone Adriatisch Küsteland, der 

Reichsführer SS und der Chef der Deutsche Polizei  

 Correspondence of Otto Globocnik to Heinrich Himmler concerning the usage of the 

Reinhardt action for the purposes of economy.  

 1943, typescript, German, l, pp 81  

 

15. Der Chef der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD; der Reichsmarschall, Beauftragter für den 
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Vierjahresplan 

 Orders and letters concerning the so-called Jewish Question and the final settlement of 

the Jewish question in Europe, including the one from the Chief Officer of Sipo, 

Reinhard Heydrich to chief officers of special Sipo squads, as well as Reich Marschall 

and the Plenipotentiary for The Four-Year Plan of Hermann Göring to Reinhard 

Heydrich 

  1939-1943, typescript, German, Polish, l., pp 62   

 

16. Der Chef der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD; der Chef des Oberkommandos der Wehrmacht 

 Ordinances and explanations concerning the execution of legal penalty proceedings in 

respects to the Polish prisoners of war 

  [1940]-1941, typescript, German, p1  

 

17. Der Chef der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD  

 Decree conc. the arresting of people who pretended to be the Gestapo, Kripo officers 

or the officers of other police units.  

  1941, typescript, German, pp 9  

 

18. Der Chef der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD; Nachrichtendienst  

 Instructions concerning the treatment of Jews of foreign nationality living on the 

territory of  GG and occupied Eastern Territories. Press cuttings from the 

Nachrichtendienst bulletin that include ordinances concerning the usage of public 

transport by Jews. Captures titles from Israeli police division no. 06 (Eichmann trial 

investigation) . 

  1941, 1943, typescript, print, German, l., pp 6  

 

19. Der Leiter der Fachuntergruppe Technische Bedarfsartikel, Essen 

  Circular letter for the members of the special group concerning accounts 

  1938, typescript, German, pp 6  

 

20. Der Militärbefehlshaber in Belgien und Nordfrankreich für die besetzten Gebiete  

 Ordinances of the Commander in Chief and other authorities published in 

Verordnungsblatt as well as annexes to those ordinances. 

  1940-1942, typescript, German, French, l., pp 154 

 

21. Der Generalinspektor für die deutsche Straßenwesen Organisation Todt 

  Ordinances of the headquarters of the organization for construction enterprises 

  1941, typescript, German, pp 26 

 

B. Statistics, reports 

 

22. Dr. Mundhenke, Berlin 

 Advises conc. the evaluation of the value of industrial plots in the districts belonging 

to the Third Reich situated in Austria (Ostmark) and the Sudety Mountains. 

  1940, typescript, German, l., pp 22 
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23. Der Rüstungs-Industrie Ukraine Inspekteur  

  Reports conc. the Jews living in the Reich Kommissariat Ukraine 

  1941, typescript, German, l., pp 5 

 

24. Der Reichsführer SS, Supervisor of statistics 

 Statistical reports of Richard Korherr “Final solution of the Jewish question in 

Europe” (die Endlösung der Europaischen Judenfrage) as well as minutes and 

information notes of the Main Commission for the Prosecution of German Crimes in 

Poland 

  1943, [1948], typescript, German, Polish, l., pp 78 

 

25. Die Auswandererberatungsstelle  

  Description of the German colonists' conditions of life in Africa, Besarabia and 

 Canada 

  no date, typescript, German, l., pp 44 

 

II. Materials conc. the activity of regional authorities. 

 

B. The Upper and The Lower Silesia 

 

26. Der Grenzschutz-Abschnitt-Kommando 3; der Chef der Zivilverwaltung des Abschnitt 

Oberschlesien   

  Ordinances 

  1939, typescript., German, l., pp 6  

 

27. Bezirksstelle Oberschlesien der Reichsvereinigung der Juden in Deutschland 

 The balance of stock (securities, bonds, shares), the list of accounts of assets, 

instructions concerning the running of provident funds Gmilus Chesed in Olkusz and 

Będzin 

  1939-1941, manuscript, typescript, German, Polish, l., bound copy, pp 88 

 

28. Der Regierungspräsident; Geheime Staatspolizei  

  Circular letter, instructions, ordinances, the warrant of arrest, correspondence 

  1940-1944, typescript, German, l., pp 24 

 

29. Haupttreuhandstelle Ost 

 Circular letters, instructions for commisioners referring to work, marking, evaluation 

of property, citizenship of Poles and Jews and the inhabitants of the Cieszyn Silesia 

(Olsa Gebiet) Correspondence a/o concerning the Jewish trade unions in Huta 

Królewska and Ilkenau, the list of objects of religious worship 

  1940-1943, manuscript, typescript,  German, pp 47 

  

30. The list of names and military ranks  

  The List of eminent persons S. A. the Upper and the Lower Silesia 

  no date, typescript, German, Polish, l., pp 2 
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C. General Government 

 

31. Der Generalgouverneur für die Besetzten Polnischen Gebiete 

 Journals of Ordinances. Ordinances for the occupied territories of Poland and indexes. 

New powers of attorney for Hans Frank  

  1939-1942, typescript, typescript copied, print, German, Polish, l., bound copy,  

  pp 201   

 

32. Der Chef des SS-Wirtschaftsverwaltungshauptamt; Generalgouverneur Krakau-Regierung 

des Generalgouvernement 

 A note concerning the treatment of Jews in GG. Ordinances concerning the Jewish 

property as well as the fragments of the Hans Frank's diaries describing that question. 

Abstracts of situational reports of the subordinated units 

  1939-1944, typescript, German, l., pp 30 

 

33. Abteilung Arbeit  

 Manager of the Department of visas, organization  of the work of Jewish laborers, 

food supply, a letter concerning the replacement of the Jewish work force by the 

Polish one 

  1940, 1942, no date, typescript, German, Polish, l., pp 67 

 

34. Der Reichsministerium des Innern; Der Chef der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD 

 Ordinances concerning a/o official duties, attitude towards Polish laborers, reports 

concerning the relations among Jews 

  1940-1943, manuscript., typescript., German, l., pp 27 

 

35. The clinic (Izba Zdrowia) 

 Official Journal: “Zdrowie i Życie” nr 41, 45. The convention of German physicians 

in Krynica, abstracts of minutes from sessions  

  1941, typescript., print, German, bound copy, pp. 60 

 

D. Warthegau 

 

36. Der Höhere SS-und Polizeiführer beim Reichsstatthalter in Posen; Der Inspekteur der 

Sicherheitspolizei und des SD 

 Settling Baltics Germans on Warthegau, deportations of Poles, of transports, transit 

camps and burials in Głowno 

  1939-1940, typescript, German, pp 92 

 

37. Der Höhere SS-und Polizeiführer beim Reichsstatthalter in Posen; Der Inspekteur der 

Sicherheitspolizei und des SD 

  Abstracts from reports, statistics 

  1942-1944, typescript., German, pp 21 

 

38. Geheime Staatspolizeistelle  

 Instructions concerning the attitude towards Polish citizens who didn't conform to the 
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order of displacement, an annex to the report concerning the hunting for fugitives 

from the war camps, a cable conc. the transport from Działdowo 

 1939-1940, typescript, German,l., pp 32 

 

39. Der Reichsstatthalter im Warthegau. Abteilung Arbeit 

 Letters conc. the treatment of Jews hired in German enterprises, ordinance for 

waggoners 

  1941-1942, typescript, typescript copied, German, pp 12 

 

40. Reichsluftschutzbund Körperschaft d. öffentlich Rechts, Gruppe II Wartheland 

 Instruction for preparation of the local population for the air defense , curriculum for 

the education courses on air defense, lists of individuals in charge for the air defense 

educational work and preventive activities in case of airstrikesS in city of Lodz 

(Litzmannstadt). 

  1942-1944, typescript, print, German, pp 55 

 

41. Ärztliche Prüfstelle für zusätzliche Lebensmittel bei der Ärztlichen Bezirksvereinigung  

  Circular letter No 9 to all medicine doctors in Warthegau 

  1942, typescript, German, pp 2 

 

E. Local authorities and institutions 

 

Bełchatów 

 

42. Municipal Government  

 Ordinances of German authorities, Correspondence, the Lettery mieszkańców, 

organization of forced labor 

  1939-1941, manuscript, typescript, print, German, l., pp 247 

 

43. Municipal Government 

  Organization of forced labor, announcements and instructions 

  1942-1944, manuscript, typescript, print, German, pp 167 

 

44. Municipal Government  

 Ordinances of German authorities, Correspondence, the list of inhabitants, 

organization of forced labor, announcements, instructions; 2 copies units 42 and 43 

  1939-1944, manuscript, typescript, print, German, l., pp 300  

 

45. Municipal Government  

 Ordinances of German authorities, Correspondence, the list of inhabitants,  

organization  of forced labor 

  announcements, instructions, 3 copies, units 42 and 43 

  1939-1944, manuscript., typescript., print., German, l., pp 281  

 

Będzin 
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46. Municipal Government  

 Official Journal, the obligation of registration of immobile property and plots, 

observing the curfew, the list of shops run by Jews, correspondence. 

  1940-1943, typescript, German, pp 21  

 

Biała Poforska 

 

47. The County Starosty and Municipal Government  

 Ordinances, registration of Jews, setting up Jewish quarters (ghettos) 

  1939-1941, typescript, German, Polish, l., pp 27 

 

48. The County Starosty and Municipal Government  

  announcements, summons and regulations, verdicts 

  1940-1942, typescript, German, Polish, l, pp 46  

 

49. The County Starosty and Municipal Government  

 Information conc. the prohibition of hiring Jews, the correspondence with the 

Municipal Cleaning Facility conc. the observance of that ordinance 

  1942, typescript, German, Polish, l., pp13  

 

50. Municipal Government, Employment Agency 

 Monthly reports for February conc. the employment of Jews, quantity lists 

  1942, typescript, German l., pp 43  

 

Białystok 

 

51. Municipal Government, Employment Agency 

 Payrolls of the Polish and Jewish staff, lists 

  1941-1943, manuscript, typescript, German, pp 330 

 

52. Municipal Government, Employment Agency 

 Demands for furniture and devices supplied by the Jewish Council, financial 

settlements, receipts  

  1941-1943, manuscript, typescript, German, pp 72 

 

Bielsk 

 

53. The County Starosty and Municipal Government  

  The abstract of official ordinances for the Jews of the district of Bielsk 

  1942, typescript., German, l., pp 3  

 

Bielsko – Biała 

 

54. Municipal Government 

 Reports from the activity from Sept.1, 1940 to October 10, 1940, the list of Bielsko-

Biała dwellers, divided into the inhabitants of the 1st and 2nd degree, Jews and Poles, 
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request for the permission to open the photo studio  

  1940-1941, no date, manuscript, typescript, German, pp 20 

 

Biłgoraj 

 

55. The County Starosty 

 Announcement of the initiation of deportations.  

  1941, manuscript, typescript, German, p1 

 

Bogumił 

 

56. Schutzpolizei 

  Reports of normalization of life and general situation of its inhabitants 

  1940, typescript, German, pp 3  

 

Brześć Litewski (Brest on the river Bug) 

 

57. The Jewish refugees from the area of General Gouvernemant who escaped to the Soviet 

territory in September 1939. 

 Applications of families members to the Kontrollkommission Brest Litowsk for 

permission for the return to GG, certificates from Międzyrzec Podolski 

  1940, manuscript, typescript, typescript copied, German, pp 239  

 

Bytom 

 

58. Der Polizeipräsident des Oberschlesien Industriegebietes in Gleiwitz, Polizeiamt Beuthen; 

Das Amtsgericht 

 The order of leaving a German quarter issued by Ignatz Fuchs, a court sentence for 

Ludwig Israel Schlesinger 

  1938, 1944 [?], typescript, German, l., pp 4  

 

Chrzanów 

 

59. The County Starosty 

 The correspondence among the Office of the Starosty in Chrzanow and municipal 

authorities in Szczakowa concerning the arrangement of graveyards for prisoners of 

war,  closing down of Jewish graveyards; a press  cutting 

  1941-1944, manuscript, typescript, print, German, l., pp 33  

 

Ciechanów 

 

60. Geheime Staatspolizei  

 List of cases for special legal proceedings against Poles and Jews conducted during 

1940-1944  

  Po 1944, manuscript, print, German, l., pp 44 
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Częstochowa 

 

61. Armeeoberkommando der Chef der Zivilverwaltung, Tagesbefehl  

 Ordinances conc. the take-over of all Jewish means of living by Aryans, the ordinance 

conc. the currency turnover  

  1939, typescript., German, Polish, l., pp 29 

 

62. Hasag Apparatebau Arbeitsvorbereitung  

 Ordinances conc. the reorganization of labor camps for Jews and restrictions conc. the 

procedures 

  1944, typescript, German, l., pp 6  

 

Dębica 

 

63. SS Bauvorhaben Ostpolen, der Baustab  

 Letters prohibiting the prosecutions of Jews working in construction works supervised 

by that institution  

  1940, typescript, German, l., pp 2 

 

Jarosław 

 

64. The County Starosty 

  Ordinance conc. the closing of the Jewish quarter and limitations conc. the stay in GG 

  1941, typescript,  German, Polish, l., pp 4 

 

Kielce 

 

65. Municipal Government 

 The ordinance conc. the closing of the Jewish quarter, correspondence conc. the 

construction of a hostel for Germans, propositions con. the change of the names of 

streets  

  1940-1944, typescript, German, l., pp 11 

 

Kraków 

 

66. The County Starosty, The Chief officer of the Krakow district 

 The ordinance conc. the closing of the Jewish quarter, prohibition to use the public 

municipal transport, organization of deportations, correspondence  

  1940-1941, typescript., German, l., pp 34  

 

67. Regierung des Generalgouvernements Staatssekretär in Statistisches Amt 

 Statistic lists of the Krakow dwellers as per their occupation, gender, age and 

conditions of housing. 

 1940-1943, manuscript, typescript, German, Polish, l., pp 17  

 

Lublin 
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68. Der Chef des Distrikts Lublin, Abt. Ernährung und Landwirtschaft,     

  Liegenschaftsuerwaltung Radzyn 

  Collection of ordinances limiting the rights of Jews 

  1940-1942, manuscript, typescript, German, Polish, l.,pp 43 

 

69. Der Chef des Distrikts Lublin, Gouverneur 

  Ordinances, announcements, circular letters and official statements 

  1940-1942, typescript, prints, German, Polish, l., pp 13  

 

70. Der Chef des Distrikts Lublin, Gouverneur 

 Lists of Germans officials and clerks, the plan of filling the posts, a list of German 

staff hired to inject vaccines against typhoid 

  1941-1943, no date, typescript, German, l., pp 84  

 

71. Der Chef des Distrikts Lublin, Gouverneur 

 Department II, monthly reports conc. deportations, correspondence of Department III , 

the activity of the "Eastern Industry" on the territory of the Lublin province - an 

abstract from the reports 

  1940-1944, manuscript, typescript, German, Polish, l., pp 34  

 

72. Der Chef des Distrikts Lublin, Gouverneur 

 Official correspondence concerning the organization of deportation and providing 

laborers, food supply of labor camps. Considerations about granting of emigration 

permits for Ostjuden. 

  1940-1943, typescript, German,l., pp 53  

 

73. Der Chef des Distrikts Lublin, Gouverneur; Arbeitsamt; Municipal Government 

 Official correspondence conc. the Jewish prisoners in the camp of Majdanek, 

robberies of the Jewish property  

 1941-1942, manuscript, typescript, German, l., pp 23 

 

74. Der SS und Polizeiführer im Distrikt Lublin; Der Befehlshaber der Sicherheitspolizei und 

 des SD 

 Situational report within Judenrat, correspondence concerning the competences of the 

police, the robbery of property once belonging to Jews, settling the problem of taking 

care of the children coming from mixed marriages  

  1940-1942, typescript, German, l., pp 17  

 

75. Der Kommandeur der Gendarmerie 

 Information for precincts in Wisznice, Parczew and Kurow about the partisan assault 

and the activities of special squads of gendarmerie and chief officer of the labor camp 

in Lublin about the escapes of inmates 

  1943-1944, typescript, German, pp16 

 

76. Judenaussiedlung Sonderaktion Lublin 
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  Applications of Jews concerning the moving of a house  

  1940-1941, manuscript, typescript, print, German l., pp 82 

 

77. Vereinigte Lubliner Schuhwerkstätten 

  Personal card files of 22 Jewish laborers 

  1941-1942, manuscript, print, German, a photo, pp 66 

 

78. No documents 

 

Lwów 

 

79. Die Hauptgruppe Gewerbewirtschaft Lemberg; Der SS und Polizeiführer im Distrikt 

 Galizien 

 Request for giving a permission to run artisan business to 27 Jews from Kałusz, secret 

ordinance conc. The employment of the Jews from the Galicia district 

  1941-1942, typescript, German, l., pp 12  

 

Łódź 

 

80. Der Verwaltungschef im Militärbezirk Lodz, Kriegswirtschaftliche Abteilung 

 Announcement concerning the take-over of radio apparatuses, information cards 

concerning the condition of life of Germans wounded during the war. 

   1941, no date, manuscript, typescript, print, German, pp 25  

 

Mieroszów 

 

81. Municipal Government 

 Ordinances, information sent for the municipal governments of Friefornd 

 1935-1941, typescript, German, pp73  

 

82. Municipal Government 

 Ordinances, official information for the town of  Friefornd, correspondence, passes 

  1935-1941, manuscript, typescript, German, pp 259  

 

83. Policja 

  Ordinances, orders, information sent attention to Municipal governments  

  1935-1941, typescript, German, l., pp 114 

 

Mińsk Białoruski 

 

84. Die Kommandantur des Sicherungsgebiete Weissruthenien  

 Advises and warnings for military groups on the roads VII – IX on Belarus 

 1942, typescript., German, l., pp 4 

 

Mińsk Mazowiecki  
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85. Die Ortkommandantur der Stadt Minsk M.  

 A Certificate (Ausweis) drawn up by Kommandantur in Mińsk 

  no date, typescript, German, l., pp 3 

   

Oświęcim 

 

86. Der Leiter der Zentralbauleitung der Waffen – SS und Polizei Auschwitz 

 Description of how the devices in crematories work, copies of dispatches, 

investigation concerning the outburst of explosives in the labor camp of Jawischowitz  

  1943, typescript, German, l., pp16 

 

Pabianice 

 

87. Das Finanzamt Pabianitz 

  Ordinances, decisions, instructions of financial authorities – attention to: 

  1940-1944, typescript, print, German, l., pp 74 

 

Parczew 

 

88. Der Gendarmerieposten Parczew 

  Report concerning the attack of partisans on the Communal Government. 

  1944, typescript., German, l., pp 2 

 

Piotrków 

 

89. Der Stadtkommissar der Stadt Petrikau 

  Ordinances regulating the life of Jews in the town of Piotrków 

  1939, typescript, German, l., pp 1 

 

Płock 

 

90. Municipal Government, President of the town of Płock 

 The order for Gustaw Parekl concerning the take-over of the enterprise belonging to a 

Jew named Kon. Instruction and principles of conduct in the case of take-over of 

Jewish enterprises. 

  1939, manuscript., print, Polish, l., pp 4 

 

Prędocice 

 

91. Das Finanzamt Tormersdorf 

 A note (minutes) from the talks held by German authorities with the representatives of  

inhabitants, list of inhabitants. Confiscation of the Jewish property, list of 

expenditures, receipts, the plan of the town (sketch), a photograph of the headquarters 

premises 

  1941-1943, manuscript., typescript, print, German, l., s. 119 
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Przemyśl 

 

92. Ortkommandantur Przemysl 

 ID and the permission/license to run a workshop issued by German authorities to Isser 

Reinharz 

  1941, manuscript, typescript, German, Polish, l., pp 6 

 

Puławy 

 

93. The County Starosty 

 Dispatches conc. escapes of Jewish prisoners of war from the labor camp in Końska 

Wola, notifications, instructions 

  1941, typescript , German, pp 3 

 

Radom 

 

94. Der Chef des Distrikts Radom; der Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD im 

 Distrikt Radom, der Beauftragte des Distriktschef für die Stadt Radom  

 Ordinances and announcements regulating the principles of life of the Jewish people, 

minutes of the meeting of Dr. Frank with the authorities of the province, starosts and 

mayors of the Radom district 

 1939-1940, typescript, German, l., pp 70 

 

95. Der Chef des Distrikts Radom, Abteilung: Justiz, Wirtschaft 

 Investigation concerning the desertion of the Jewish quarter by Ita Bryt, a verdict, 

application for a job of Stanisław Dlubak, circular letters concerning the employment 

of Jews in factories 

  1940, 1942, manuscript, typescript, German l., pp 26 

 

96. SS-und  Polizeiführer im Distrikt Radom 

  Correspondence conc. the situation on the districts area, partisan fights 

 1942-1944, typescript, German, Polish, pp 58  

 

97. SS-und  Polizeiführer im Distrikt Radom 

 Information conc. the money transfers for the work performer by Jews and the sales of 

the property once belonging to Jews coming on the  “Beschaffung” account, records 

of incomes 

  1943, manuscript, typescript, German, l., pp 263 

 

Rzeszów 

 

98. Księga wpisów hipotecznych Rzeszów 

 Execution of ordinances concerning the confiscation of private property. Ordinances 

conc. the collection of property 

  1940-1943, manuscript, typescript, print, German, Polish, had copy, pp 711 
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99. Arbeitsamt Reichshof 

 Ordinance, materials to the statistics concerning Jewish professionals, the number of 

families and singles in the Rzeszów province 

  1942, manuscript, typescript, German, l., pp 127   

 

Sokołów 

 

100. The County Starosty 

  Announcement No 226 relating to the prohibition for Jews to take up a job. 

  1942, typescript., German, l., p 1 

 

Sosnowiec 

 

101. President of the town of Sosnowiec; Department of Arbeitseinsatz Sosnowiec 

 Police announcements, instructions, correspondence a/o concerning food supply, 

personal questionnaires, opinion of the German staff  

  1939-1943, manuscript, typescript, print, German, Polish, l., pp 19 

 

Szczecin 

 

102. Geheime Staatspolizei  

 Ordinances, announcements, instructions for Jews, letters informing of adopting 

mandatory names of Sara and Israel, ID of Heintz Jacob 

  1936 – 1941, manuscript, typescript, print, German, l, pp 221  

 

Tarnopol 

 

103. Losbauleitung, Bauinspektor 

  Lists of financial document conc. the performed works and tasks 

  1942, manuscript., typescript., German, l., pp 2 

 

Tarnów 

 

104. The County Starosty 

 The note concerning the chances of using the Jews' work, the list of the staff of the 

company Ferdinand Kaul, the list of population in the Tarnów district 

  1942- 1943 [1947], manuscript, typescript, German, Polish, l., pp 21 

 

Wadowice 

 

105. Die Schutzpolizeidienztabteilung Wadowitz 

 Report of the arresting of a German officer and three Jewish woman charged of the 

violation of the regulations regarding to the purity of race, as well as about the 

detection of the Polish-Jewish group that threatened the safety of the town. 

  1940, manuscript, typescript, German, pp 5 
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Wałbrzych 

 

106. Der Leiter des Arbeitsamtes Waldenburg 

  Circular letters regulating work principles, calculation of earnings, dismissals of the 

 staff 

  1945, typescript copied, l., pp 8 

 

Warsaw 

 

107. Der Chef des Distrikts Warschau, Gouverneur 

 Ordinances of  German authorities in Warsaw published in the Office Journal 

(Amtsblatt) and the Journal of Announcements (Mitteilungsblatt) 

  1939-1941, manuscript, typescript, print, German, Polish, l., pp 139 

 

108. Der Chef des Distrikts Warschau, Gouverneur 

Announcements conc. the registration to perform work and the proclamation of 

Governor Frank concerning the duties on the occupied territories put in his charge. 

Ordinances of Frank conc. the Jewish quarter in Warsaw. Correspondencja conc. the 

ghetto. The letter do A. Czerniakow, the Chairman of Judenrat, concerning the fixed 

date of the construction of the of the boundary wall to surround the Warsaw ghetto 

1939-1941, typescript, German, Polish, l., pp 39 

 

109. Der Chef des Distrikts Warschau, Abteilung Umsiedlung; der Reichsführer SS und Chef der 

 Deutschen Polizei 

Reprint published in „Krakauer Zeitung” No 83, ordinances concerning the 

appointment of the staff of the Department of Displacent. Documents and 

correspondence related to the confiscation of the Jewish property 

  1941, typescript., print, German, Polish, l., pp 30 

 

110. Der Chef des Distrikts Warschau, Abteilung Innere Verwaltung; Transferstelle 

Documents conc. the permission relieving from the duty of forced labor. The 

application of Jenna Raizmann  conc. the permission of trading cigarettes  in the 

ghetto 

1941, typescript, German, l., pp 4 

 

111. Der Chef des Distrikts Warschau, Gouverneur 

  Collection of monthly reports for the GG government 

  1942-1943, typescript, German, hard copy, pp 212 

 

112. The County Starosty 

 Information about putting of regional health care facilities into service, 

correspondence 

  1939, typescript,  Polish, l., pp 3 

 

113. Die Kommissarische Verwaltung Sichergestellter Grundstücke in Warschau 

 Semi-annual reports of activity and the document conc. the management and usage of 
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the Jewish immobile property. Plans of Warsaw and of the Warsaw ghetto, as well as 

statistics 

  1939-1942, 1943, typescript, German, hard copy, l., pp 69  

 

114. Der Stellvertreter des Bevollmächtigen des Generalgouverneurs; Bevollmächtigter für die 

 Verlegung der Betriebe im jüdischen Wohnbezirk Warschau 

 Letters concerning the situation of Jews in the ghetto, including the matter of property. 

Economic plans conc. the territory of the ghetto. 

  1940-1943, typescript, German, l., pp 10 

   

115. Das Polizei-Regiment Warschau, die Kriminalpolizei Warschau  

 Correspondence, orders, reports conc. the activity the group of terrorists in Warsaw 

consisting of the Polish Kripo staff  

  1939-1940, about 1943, typescript, German, l., pp 17  

 

116. Gendarmeriezug Warschau 

 Reports of capturing Jews and attracts on the German posts near Warsaw 

  1943, typescript, German, l., pp 8  

 

117. Der Leiter der Unterkunftsstätte  

  Report conc. the death rate of fugitives 

  1941, typescript, German, l., pp 3 

 

118. Der Kommissar für den jüdischen Wohnbezirk in Warschau; Transferstelle Warschau; der 

 Reichsstatthalter im Reichsgau Danzig 

  Letters concerning the transfer of people to the territory of the Warsaw ghetto 

  1942, manuscript, typescript, print, German, l., pp 47 

 

119. Die Abwehrnebenstelle Warschau 

 Private correspondence from Stanbul to the Warsaw ghetto and the letters of Abwehra 

on that matter 

  1942, manuscript, typescript, German, l., pp 23 

 

120. Der Reichsführer SS; Ref. MinRat Burgermeister  

 Letters concerning the situation in the Warsaw ghetto and its liquidation 

 1942-1943, 1944, manuscript copied, typescript, typescript copied, Polish, German,  

 l., pp 10 

 

121. Franz Teodor Csokor 

  Notes conc. Warsaw and the Warsaw ghetto 

  no date, typescript, manuscript, German, l., pp 13 

  

122. Warsaw Uprising 

Ultimatum to the Warsaw citizens appealing to leave the city. Appeals to Soviet and 

Polish soldiers 

1944,  the ones without date, print, Polish, German, Russian, l., pp 5  
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123. Trials of the war criminals 

 Sworn testimony of Karl Kaleske conc. the operation of the Warsaw ghetto liquidation 

  1945, typescript, Polish, l., pp 75 

 

124. Trials of the war criminals 

 The files of the trial of Jürgen Stroop Shorthand reports of 3 talks with Stroop related 

to the liquidation of the Warsaw ghetto, as well as remarks conc. his activity in 

Warsaw  

   About 1951, typescript, manuscript, Polish, German, l., pp 280  

 

125. Trials of the war criminals 

 The files of the trial of Jürgena Stroop. Notes from the course of testimonies. 

Opinions of professor of microbiology, Ludwik Hirszfeld and professor of 

anthropology,  Jan Czekanowski concerning some of the aspects of racism  

  1951, typescript, Hebrew, Polish, l., bound copies, pp 98  

 

Wilno 

 

126. Der Gebietskommissar der Stadt Wilna 

  Ordinances regulating the matter of hiring Jewish staff 

  1942, typescript, print, l., pp 25 

 

Włocławek 

 

127. Der Stadtkommissar von Wloclawek 

  Announcement No 1 ABC for Włocławek and Kujawy 

  1939, typescript, German, Polish, l., pp 1 

 

Zamość 

 

128. Police Battalion 104 

  Information report from the Action Against Jews on the Zamość region 

  1940, typescript, Polish, l., pp 14  

 

Zawiercie 

 

129. Municipal Government 

 Announcements o of an order to wear a band, mandatory payment of poll tax, 

correspondence concerning closing down of Jewish graveyards 

  1939-1944, typescript, German, Polish, l., pp 21 

 

III. Personal matters 

 

130 Ignatz Bizon, Franz Baumann 

 Correspondence with German authorities concerning the custody of minors.  in 
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Vienna. Munich, Katowice and Bielsko-Biała. Correspondence regarding establishing 

of the new orphanages in Bilietz (Bielsko-Biała), Silesia.  

  1941-1942, typescript, German, l., pp 11 

 

131. Johannes Bock 

 Correspondence regarding membership in the association of national socialist German 

lawyers, donations for winter relief organization, leasing payments. Includes also 

drawings of children sent to their father serving in the army.  

1933-1943 , undated, typescript, manuscript, German, l., pp 62  

 

132. Fritz Fiechtner  

 Official correspondence of the director of the German Folk Art Atlas (der Atlas der 

Deutschen Volkskunde) 

  1932-1944, typescript and manuscript, German, l., pp 60  

 

133. Erich Israel  and  Alice Sara Goldstein 

 A receipt of the collection of property and the correspondence of Mr. and Mrs. 

Goldstein with the police in Berlin, as well as with the Lippehne Registry Office  

  1938-1939, typescript, manuscript, German, l., pp 11  

 

134. Marie Grahlmann  

 Warning addressed to the Telefunken Company in Dzierżoniow, prohibiting contacts 

with Jews under the threat of sending to concentration camp (KL) 

  1944, typescript, German, l., p 1 

 

135. Norbert Klinger, Oskar Fasal, Ludwig and Anna Stein 

  Correspondence with banks in Vienna and with the German authorities 

  1938-1941, typescript, manuscript, German, l., pp 441 

 

136. Hermann Krumey 

  The Arms Certificate and a letter concerning the SS-Obersturmbannführera Krumey  

  1942, typescript, German, l., pp 2  

 

137. Heinrich Lindner 

  Personal files of SS Obersturmbannführer  

  1907-1944, typescript, German, l., pp 86 

 

138. Harry and Mathilda Nagel  

 The verdict of the tribunal in Berlin acknowledged the marriage of Nagel as 

inconsistent with the Nuremberg Laws  

  1943, typescript., German, pp 3 

 

139. Julius Schwarzbart 

 Order arrest of a sculptor, Julius Schwarzbardt given by Gestapo  

  1940, typescript., typescript copied, German, l., pp 2  
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140. Free number 

 

IV. Propaganda materials  

 

141. Letter of Rudolf  Dangl from Vienna and fragments of the letters from friends working on 

  the East 

  Information about the condition of front life 

  [1942]-1943, German, l., 9 

 

142.  Propaganda materials    

 Anti-Jewish letters and materials  

 1939-1944, no date, manuscript, typescript, German, l., pp 137  

 

143. Propaganda materials  

 Publications, press, abstracts 

  1940-1944, no date, typescripts copied, print, German, l., bound copies, pp 192  

 

V. Lists, forms, instructions 

 

144. Ration cards (for food and garment) 

  From Warthegau, the Third Reich and the Netherlands 

  1940-1944, no date, manuscript, print, German, Dutch, l., pp 22 

 

145. Cards of order for firms and cards of payment of the rent  

  1940-1944, typescript, print, German., pp 54 

 

146. The list of livestock 

 The list 

 1941, manuscript, German, pp 95  

 

147. Work books for control   

 Dienstbuch der Schar III der Motor –Gef. 

          Dienstbuch für das Bom. Werk „Glaube und Schönheit” 

  1942, manuscript, print, German, l., pp 104   

 

148. Statistics of working women, orders for the army, file covers (Jewish matters) 

  Prints and forms. 

  1942-1943, no date, manuscript, print, German, pp 39 

 

149. Correspondence’ registration book 

  The list of incoming mail. 

  no date, manuscript, Polish, bound copies, pp 109 

 

150. Arrest report blank forms, life and property insurance company in Posen (Poznań) blank 

forms, lease agreement forms, personal questionnaires blank forms, new procedure for the 

wholesale trade companies, blank form for the register with a police registration office. 
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  Print and blank forms, leaflets 

  1938-1943, print, German, Polish, l., pp 109  

 

151.  Die Jüdische Wohngemeinschaft Grüssau (Krzesów) 

Tables for the calculation of income taxes, social security calculation tables.  

1942-1943, print, German, bound copies, pp 72  

 

152. Instruction and examples concerning commercial law. 

  1941, manuscript., German, bound copies, pp 24 

 

153. Die Astrawerke Aktiengesellschaft Chemnitz 

  Forms templates. Official settlements. 

  no date, print, German, bound copies, pp 146  

 

154. Registry Office 

  Blank forms  

  no date, German, print, in a cover, pp 112  

 

155. Fragments of texts and letters : letter regarding Jewish residential districts, statistics about 

Jews and their occupations living on the territory of USSR. 

  1940-1941, no date, German, l., pp 7 

 

156. Newspaper clip about the racial laws and definition of “Jew” 

          No date, German, Polish, Ukrainian. 

 

 


